Tapestry Comics Premieres at American Library Association’s Summer Meeting

6/17/19 Tapestry Comics is a publisher that bridges the gap between pop-culture interest and historical literacy. Exhibiting at the American Library Association’s Summer Meeting is the perfect way for librarians to gain access to a series of books that teachers, educators, and most importantly kids of all ages will get a kick out of. Their first graphic novel, Bayeux (ISBN: 978-0-9861328-0-3) tells the story of William the Conqueror and the Norman invasion of England by way of modernizing the Bayeux Tapestry. Their latest comic release, A Flower in a Field of Lions: The Trials of Joan of Arc (978-0-9861328-6-5) hit shelves in November of last year and beautifully renders the tragic life and heroic deeds of the teenage girl who would help drive the English out of France and ultimately become that country’s patron saint. Comics not for you? No problem! Tapestry Kids first book is The Puny Wars (ISBN978-0-9861328-3-4). Readers learn about the battles between Rome and Carthage reimagined in the minds of children on a playground. Interested in checking out the line? Visit booth number 553 for the show special where you get all 3 releases for $30 (Normally $48) Librarians who will not be at the show can still get the pricing at https://www.tapestrycomics.com/product-page/library-collection

What others have said about the books.

“Bayeux was the perfect way to introduce our son to another historical period.” Geek Mom

“Tyler and his team did an admirable job of taking on such a difficult task; rendering a historical event into an accurate, yet entertaining graphic novel.” - Multiverse World

The Tapestry line believes in children so strongly that for every Tapestry Kids book sold they donate a copy of that same book to the charity Kids Need To Read! The organization works to create a culture of reading for children by providing inspiring books to underfunded schools, libraries, and literacy programs across the United States, especially those serving disadvantaged children.

About Tapestry Comics:
Tapestry Comics brings history’s greatest stories to life using the entertaining and colorful pages of graphic novels and whimsical children’s books. Our aim is to create the most exciting and interesting books retelling the greatest tales from our past.

In a medium that revolves around heroes, ours are real.

Tapestry Comics-Drawn To History